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Abstract. The ad hoc networking paradigm – originally conceived to cope with 
infrastructureless military and emergency situations – is also being considered 
to support the ever-evolving user requirements for higher data rates and en-
hance the capabilities of traditional networks. The Centralized Ad hoc Network 
Architecture (CANA) proposed in this article aims at increasing substantially 
the capacity of traditional Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). It is based 
on a dual frequency system in which the operation in the original WLAN fre-
quency supports the centralization of some of the traditionally distributed and 
problematic ad hoc functionalities enabled at the new frequency; higher-rate, 
shorter-range, peer-to-peer and multi-hop transmissions are possible at the new 
frequency, resulting in a significant increase of the WLAN capacity. In order to 
take advantage of the extra capacity, modifications are defined and described by 
exploring the HiperLAN/2 standard. The overhead of CANA is rather low if 
one takes into account the profits of such architecture.      
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1 Introduction 

Telecommunications infrastructure will be a key ingredient of the future society in 
which information exchanges will be needed to support most of the daily life activi-
ties [1]. With the increased demand for new services based on video or data, the con-
cept of a private area network has emerged, introducing new requirements for wire-
less high data rate systems. Through Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs), 
users will interface with household devices; through Wireless Local Area Networks 
(WLANs), users will interface with other computer users and the Internet; through ad 
hoc networks, users will retain their communication when there is no infrastructure.  

To accommodate the aforementioned needs, it is believed that new bands – offer-
ing a larger amount of available spectrum – need to be explored and new systems be 
developed that will provide for a smooth and transparent evolution from current tech-
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nologies and standards. For this reason, as well as in order to efficiently support 
widely heterogeneous user needs and environments, it is expected that costly multi-
mode terminals will be needed in the future. Composite radio systems will be required 
to support multi-mode terminals in a wireless environment. 

In this article, a system architecture is described for a composite radio system de-
signed to operate in both a traditional band as well as a new wider one, to enable 
terminal access to a higher capacity needed in high-density areas (hotspots). The 
proposed Centralized Ad hoc Network Architecture (CANA) provides for a scalable 
network architecture that is based on current 5 GHz WLAN technologies equipped 
with extensions in the 60 GHz frequency band and can be seen beyond 3G scenarios.  

CANA provides a hybrid dual frequency system to offload the 5 GHz band in high-
density areas (in terms of users and data traffic) taking advantage of the ad hoc net-
working paradigm. Ad hoc networks require no infrastructure and have been mostly 
used to enable wireless communications in battlefields and emergency cases; the 
performance of ad hoc networks is highly dependent on the wireless environment, 
mobility, topology characteristics and applications [2]. The central control that can be 
exercised by the 5 GHz WLAN infrastructure assumed to be present in CANA (e.g. in 
facilitating routing) substantially reduces the inherent weaknesses of infrastructureless 
ad hoc networking while enabling, at the same time, higher access rates within the 
WLAN cell.  

The rest of the article is organized as follows. The proposed architecture, CANA, is 
presented in section 2. In section 3, the modifications needed in order to apply CANA 
in HiperLAN/2 (HL/2) are defined. Finally, some simulation results are presented and 
discussed, followed by conclusions. 

2 The Centralized Ad hoc Networking Architecture (CANA) 

The ad hoc networking paradigm was first adopted by cellular networks to extend 
their coverage area or fill the “communication gaps” between cells [2]. Recently, it 
has been considered as a means for providing higher throughput inside a cell, as well 
[3-10].  

The proposed architecture, CANA, provides for a dual mode WLAN. The ad hoc 
networking paradigm is applied at a new frequency yielding high transmission rate 
paths, which – despite their potentially low lifetime – can significantly offload the 
traditional WLAN frequency. The latter is used to set up such multi-hop paths, as well 
as for single-hop data transmissions to/from the AP. The study is limited within a cell, 
highlighting the ad hoc networking challenges in the new environment due to the dual 
mode of operation and the fact that the MTs are equipped with only one Radio Fre-
quency Front End (RFFE) and, thus, have to switch between the two frequency bands.  

CANA consists of a hybrid dual frequency system based on a tight integration of 
HL/2 and a fully ad hoc extension of it at 60 GHz. Thus, one main peculiarity in 
CANA is the existence of two separate frequency bands. This situation differs from 
frequency division multiplexing – where frequencies belonging to the same band are 
utilized – since the two bands are characterized by entirely different propagation cha-
racteristics and resource (bandwidth) availability, as well as require different 



hardware implementations to support them. This “gap” between the two bands be-
comes evident during the operation of the system due to the fact that each MT oper-
ates at only one band at each time instant; due to cost constraints, each MT is 
equipped with only one RFFE. Consequently, two network topologies are defined: the 
5 GHz and the 60 GHz.  

The AP is equipped with two RFFEs and is always active in both network topolo-
gies with a different coverage area for each band, resulting in – virtually – two APs: 
the 5 GHz AP and the 60 GHz AP. Due to the different propagation properties in the 
two bands (as mentioned earlier) the coverage area of the 60 GHz AP is significantly 
smaller than that of the 5 GHz AP (approximately 10m versus 50m for indoor appli-
cations [15]). Consequently, in order for MTs to reach the 60 GHz AP when outside 
its small coverage area, a multi-hop path needs to be established. CANA allows for 
the efficient establishment of multi-hop routes inside a cell.  

2.1 Dual Mode of Operation 

The 5 GHz AP generates TDMA frames with duration of 2ms and forwards data 
on behalf of the MTs to the corresponding destination as standardized in HL/2 [11]. 
Moreover, it is responsible for allocating the resources associated with both frequency 
bands. Every MT that is inside the 5 GHz AP’s cell is associated with it. MTs tune at 
5 GHz at first (association with the 5 GHz AP) and operate at 5 GHz most of the time, 
unless they participate in an established 60 GHz path, as explained later. Association 
with and connections at 5 GHz are established as described in the HL/2 standard [11]. 

A similar TDMA structure as in HL/2 is applied to assure compatibility; the 
frames at 60 GHz have the same length as those in HL/2 (2ms). Depending on the 
applied modulation scheme, the constellation size and the cost of the MT, the trans-
mission rates can reach 100-700 Mbps [16]. Several frequency channels may be used 
within the 60 GHz band. 

CANA defines three different roles for the MTs that operate at 60 GHz that are all 
assigned by the 5 GHz AP; that of a ClusterHead (CH), which controls the frame at 
60 GHz, that of a Forwarder Node (FN), which allows for the interconnection of dif-
ferent clusters and that of a Common Node (CN), which simply participates in the 
created cluster. This distinction is based on the different functionalities that a role 
encompasses and not on different hardware capabilities. MT maintains its assigned 
role for as long as it is dictated by the 5 GHz AP or until an established path it partici-
pates in breaks.  An MT can undertake only one role at a time but this role may 
change over time as needed. Figure 1 depicts a time instant of CANA showing the 
three different roles of a MT at 60 GHz. 

2.1 Routing 

Routing at 5 GHz is rather straightforward and is as defined by HL/2 [11]. The 5 
GHz AP has the primary role in scheduling the transmissions in the network, allocat-
ing the resources inside its coverage area and forwarding data on behalf of the MTs. 
Mobility (within the coverage area of the 5 GHz AP) does not have any impact on 
routing decisions and connectivity with the 5 GHz AP is considered to be guaranteed 
for all MTs. Nevertheless, resource availability at 5 GHz is a major issue as the num-
ber of users increases and becomes necessary to offload the traffic at 5 GHz.  



 
Figure 1: A time instant of CANA 

At 60 GHz, the communication range does not exceed 15 meters at most [16], de-
pending mainly on the constellation size that also determines the transmission speed; 
higher transmission rates are achieved over a shorter communication range. At the 
same time, user and environment mobility make the already vulnerable 60 GHz links 
unstable, further increasing the probability of data losses in the constructed paths. 
CANA exploits the presence of the 5 GHz AP to temper some of the disadvantages 
and inefficiencies of the ad hoc networking paradigm. 

The 5 GHz AP defines the paths in CANA (Route Selection) relying on the infor-
mation provided by the Neighborhood Discovery process. 

• Neighborhood Discovery (ND) 
The ND process provides information about the 60 GHz topology to the 5 GHz 

AP by discovering the directly reachable neighbors (one-hop away) of all MTs at 60 
GHz inside the HL/2 cell and measuring the quality of the corresponding links. Every 
MT and the 60 GHz AP participate in ND by exchanging hello messages and main-
tain neighborhood information in the form of a list containing the neighbors and the 
status of the corresponding links [17]. This information is sent to the 5 GH AP, which 
is responsible for the route selection.  

The 5 GHz AP decides when ND should be performed. It may be done periodi-
cally or be event-driven based on several criteria such as: the available bandwidth at 5 
GHz, the density of users inside the 5 GHz cell, the number of new users in the sys-
tem, the detected link breakages at 60 GHz and time elapsed since the last ND proc-
ess. The 5 GHz AP sends a broadcast message to inform all MTs inside its coverage 
area indicating the 60 GHz frequency channel that is used for ND, the time instant at 
which this procedure is initiated and the transmission schedule of the hello messages.  

The frequency channel used for ND is the same as that used by the 60 GHz AP 
(since the latter also participates in the ND process). Since the MTs may be assigned a 
different frequency channel when constructing a communication path at 60 GHz, the 
link state information obtained during the ND process is an approximation (consid-
ered to be a good one) of the frequency channel actually used. 



The MTs and the 60 GHz AP exchange hello messages in sequential time slots ac-
cording to a time schedule sent in a message by the 5 GHz AP and based on their 
MAC IDs, in order to determine their one-hop away neighbors and construct their link 
state tables. After receiving its neighbors’ hello messages, a MT and the 60 GHz AP 
can determine the state of each link with their one-hop away neighbors by measuring 
the signal-to-noise ratio provided by the physical layer. Depending on the measured 
link state, different transmission rates may be achieved.  

At the end, the MTs forward the collected information to the 5 GH AP. The 5 GH 
AP schedules the transmission of the MTs’ link state tables by reserving bandwidth 
directly after the end of the exchange of the hello messages, similarly to the standard 
[11]; the only difference is that MTs do not request for resources before sending their 
link state tables. 

• Route Selection  
The 5 GHz AP makes routing decisions based on information collected during the 

ND process. This information is stored in the ND_table and is updated at the end of 
ND. The 5 GHz AP manages all resource requests from the MTs inside the HL/2 cell 
by looking up the ND_table and establishing connections either at 5 GHz or at 60 
GHz. The involved MTs are assigned the appropriate roles to support these connec-
tions. The connections at 5 GHz are more reliable while the 60 GHz links can offer 
substantially higher rates. Moreover, the availability of the 5 GHz bandwidth is lim-
ited in hotspots and consequently paths at 60 GHz will have to be used. The 5 GHz 
AP selects a path considering the associated link states at 60 GHz. Other quality met-
rics such as the remaining battery lifetime of the involved MTs and the fact that a CH 
or a FN consumes more energy may also be considered.  

3 HiperLAN/2 modification to support CANA  

This section describes the modifications to the HL/2 protocol stack that are necessary 
to support CANA. HL/2 specifies a Physical Layer (PHY) and a data link layer con-
sisted of two different layers: the Data Link Control (DLC) that includes the MAC 
and handles connections, and the Convergence Layer (CL) supporting the interopera-
bility with different higher layers. CL consists of the Common Part Convergence 
Sublayer (CPCS), which is responsible for segmentation and reassembly, and the 
Service Specific Convergence Sublayer (SSCS), which efficiently adapts higher lay-
ers. The entire protocol stack can be considered as divided vertically in two parts: a 
Control Plane (CP), for administrative and control operation, and a User Plane (UP) 
for the transmission of traffic over the established connections.  

The terms CANA-SSCS and CANA-DLC are used for the particular enhance-
ments that CANA defines at both layers. CANA-SSCS contains all the necessary 
functionality in order to adapt HL/2 specific packets to Ethernet (ETH) packets and to 
the packets of the underlying dual mode ad hoc environment. Data are travelling in 
UP through CANA-SSCS, CPCS, CANA-DLC, PHY and vice versa. Control infor-
mation is exchanged through CP. The Node Communication Entity (NCE) exchanges 
control information with CANA-SSCS and enables the direct exchange of messages 
between the AP and the MTs.  



The enhancements required to support CANA involve: the exchange of control 
messages between the CP of CANA-SSCS and the CP of CANA-DLC (Ctrl) as well 
as between NCE and CANA-SSCS, and a peer-to-peer (prtpr) communication be-
tween the NCE of two MTs between which there exists a direct link at 60 GHz. The 
messages exchanged through the NCE are created or processed by CANA-SSCS. 
NCE is responsible for realizing this communication and CANA-SSCS utilizes the 
information carried by these messages. 

The modifications inside the layers at the AP are illustrated in Figure 2; at the 
MTs only the modifications inside NCE and CANA-DLC are in effect. Each module 
is depicted as an ellipsis and each table where information is stored as a rectangle. 
Thin arrows represent sharing of information while thick arrows represent data trans-
mission through UP. 

 

 
Figure 2: HiperLAN/2 modifications to support CANA at the AP (only the modifica-

tions illustrated in NCE and CANA-DLC are required at the MT) 

3.1 DLC modifications (CANA-DLC) 

This module is responsible for identifying the one-hop away neighbors that the AP 
and each MT reaches at 60 GHz. For the purpose of ND, hello messages at 60 GHz 
are exchanged with the support of UP. The output of the ND module is the AP_table 
and MTi_tables, which contain the one-hop away neighborhood of the AP and the 
MTs at 60 GHz and are forwarded to CANA-SSCS.   

3.2 SSCS modifications (CANA-SSCS) 

• Monitor Flows (MFL) 
This module is responsible for monitoring the amount of data to be transmitted for 

a specific source-destination pair for the required time period (number of frames). 
This information (called FL_table) is updated every time a resource request arrives at 
the 5 GHz AP. 

• Resource Needs (RN) 



This module uses the FL_table as an input to estimate the resource needs for a cer-
tain pair of MTs (RR_table). 

• Neighborhood Discovery Processing (NDP) 
It is responsible for creating the table with the neighborhood information at 60 

GHz (called ND_table). The input received is its own neighborhood information 
(AP_table from CANA-DLC) and the neighborhood information from all MTs (called 
MTi_table for each MT in the HL/2 cell). 

• Neighborhood Discovery Initiator (NDI) 
It is responsible for deciding on the actual frame that the next ND process will 

take place.  
• CANA Routing (CANAR) 

It is responsible for taking routing decisions and defining the sets of clusters 
(C_table) and FNs (FN_table) utilizing information provided by the last ND process 
(ND_table) and the requested resources from the MTs (RR_table).  

The SSCS at the MT’s side needs only minor modifications since most responsi-
bilities are undertaken by the AP. The above modules refer only to the AP. 

3.3 Node Communication Entity (NCE) 

• Message Handler (MH) 
For the AP, this module is responsible for creating all messages that are sent 

through the peer-to-peer communication. It uses information that maps the Ethernet 
addresses to MAC IDs, as well as the output of CANAR (C_table, FN_table). The 
MH informs the MTs about the established clusters and creates the corresponding 
tables for the operation of the 60 GHz AP as a CH if needed. This information corres-
ponds to the set of the MTs that are present in the 60 GHz AP’s cluster (CH_C_table) 
and the useful routing information for intra-cluster communication (CH_R_table). 
Information regarding the cluster lifetime and the specific frequency channel of clus-
ter operation is also maintained (called Cluster Specific Information). Another re-
sponsibility of the MH module at the AP is to receive messages from the peer-to-peer 
communication that include the link state table (MTi_table) and the needs for re-
sources (FLi_table) from each MT. 

For the MT, this module is responsible for receiving and sending messages 
through the peer-to-peer communication and information regarding cluster establish-
ment. The MH creates the corresponding tables for its operation as a CH (whenever it 
is needed). This information corresponds to the set of the MTs that are present in its 
cluster at 60 GHz (CH_C_table) and the routing information that is useful for intra-
cluster communication (CH_R_table). Specific information when the MT is a CN or a 
FN (cluster lifetime, the specific frequency channel, corresponding CH or CHs etc.) is 
also maintained (Cluster Specific Information). 

4 Performance issues in CANA  

The results presented here have been derived from ns-2 simulations [19]. They are not 
comprehensive by any means but their purpose is to illustrate insights, potential gains 



and highlight trade-offs. Simulations were run for 300 seconds. The results were av-
eraged over 5 runs for each scenario.   

Four different levels of 60 GHz communication have been defined and considered 
inside a HL/2 cell based on the physical distance (in m) between the MTs; �  Є {6, 8, 
12, 15}. Two MTs that are d meters apart can establish a level �  communication as 
long as 0.8�  ≤ d ≤ 1.2� . A sequence of n MTs each of which is away from the pre-
ceding MT by some distance in (0.8� , 1.2� ) is said to form a level �  path of length 
(n-1) hops.  

Mobility has been modeled using the random waypoint model in a rectangular 
field. A 100m x 100m field has been considered for a HL/2 cell with 50 MTs. Each 
MT starts its journey from a random location and moves toward a random destination 
at a randomly chosen speed v (uniformly distributed between 0 and vmax (in m/sec), 
where vmax Є {1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20}. Once the destination is reached, another random 
destination is targeted after a pause. All results that are presented here correspond to a 
pause time of 0 sec to illustrate the most dynamic environments.  

In order to take advantage of the available 60 GHz paths, the information obtained 
by the ND process is necessary. In Figure 3, the dependence of the overhead of the 
ND process from the number of hops that constitute a path, the number of MTs inside 
the cell and mobility is shown.  

 
Figure 3: ND overhead versus the number of hops (for 200 users in a cell) 

The ND overhead is defined as the fraction of time during which ND is performed 
(including the required switching time to the frequency channel of ND [17]). The 
number of MTs inside a cell affects the ND overhead since it affects its duration. We 
assume that ND is periodically performed with such a period that more than 90% of 
the calculated paths do not break between two consecutive NDs for the specific speed 
and communication level. Figure 3 illustrates the cases for a speed of 3m/sec and 



20m/sec and for 200 users in the cell. Since the paths that consist of more hops have 
shorter lifetime, more overhead is required to support them (the ND process is per-
formed more frequently).  

The minimum (maximum) ND overhead is calculated to be approximately 0,176% 
(below 7%) for the case of 200 users for one-hop (four-hop) communication of level 
15m (6m) and MT speed of 1m/sec (20m/sec).    

5 Conclusions  

In this article, a WLAN capable of operating in a traditional (5 GHz) and a new (60 
GHz) frequency bands is considered. The Centralized Ad-hoc Network Architecture 
(CANA) is proposed that coordinates resource usage in both frequency bands and 
effectively incorporates the adhoc (multi-hop) networking paradigm to offload the 
traditional 5 GHz band through spatial reuse and very high rate transmissions enabled 
at 60 GHz over shorter distances. CANA may be viewed as one of the first attempts to 
blend different networking paradigms (cellular and ad-hoc) to develop wireless net-
works capable of supporting a wide range of demanding applications (in terms of bit 
rates), platforms (integration of WLANs and WPANs) and environments (hotspots). 
The ad-hoc networking paradigm is not only more effective because it is infrastruc-
ture-assisted, but it can also support higher bit rates at the new frequency. Multi-hop 
paths (beyond two hops) can be – in principle – short-living in a dynamic environ-
ment of high user mobility. Results suggest, though, that the mean path lifetime is 
such that it allows for a large amount of information exchange under the very high 
transmission rates that are feasible in the 60 GHz frequency band at low overhead, 
even over multi-hop paths or in case mobility is high. 
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